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Sophomore Larry Kimball and freshman Stephen Mortland construct their home for the week on Monday evening as part of Social Justice Week.

SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEK
RAISES AWARENESS

DR. CHANG
PROFILE

IN BRIEF
CREATIONISM, THEISTIC
EVOLUTION SEMINAR
An educational seminar on
creationism and theistic evolution will be held at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Samuel
Morris lobby. Three Taylor
professors will be presenting for 8-10 minutes, each
on different topics, followed
by a question and answer
time. Topics will include the
following: the compatibility
of theistic evolution and the
Christian faith, scientific
evidence for a young earth,
and figurative and literal
interpretation of Genesis
1-11. The lounge will be open
to all of campus during this
time. For more information,
e-mail douglas_laskowske@
taylor.edu.

SUMMER PRAYER
CALENDAR
Taylor Global Outreach is
putting together a prayer
calendar for this summer.
The calendar is a way for
Taylor students, faculty and
staff to know how to pray
for one another and their
summer ministries. Students
or faculty who are planning
on serving through campus,
summer missions, volunteering, working at churches, interning or any other service
are encouraged to include
themselves on the prayer
calendar. Calendar entries
can be found at the following
link: http://forms.taylor.edu/
index.asp?sec=50&too=600&
eve=29&fid=732.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

79°
64°

Saturday

80°
62°

Sunday

78°
49°
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Students learn about issues
around the world, locally

sophomore Alex Henry, co-leader of SJW. “We of “incarnational ministry.” They said they chose
wanted to incorporate speakers who would raise to live in the neighborhoods and with the people
to whom they minister.
awareness.”
“It really is about sharing eggs with your neighOn Tuesday evening, Taylor hosted two women
who lived in the Charis House in Fort Wayne. The bor,” said Adam Myers, the director of the Marion
BY STEPHEN GROVES
Boys and Girls Club. He used
house is a refuge for homeless
News Co-Editor
the example of sharing eggs to
women. The night was filled
demonstrate that through living
lue tarps, box huts and a spread of sleeping with laughter and tears as the
with the people he ministers to,
bags made the “cardboard community” out- two women, identified as Jenne
“This is a starting point, to
he witnesses more effectively.
side Reade. It was a visual symbol of Social and Victoria, shared their stoget people aware, but it’s
His wife Ronda said that she
Justice Week. But the week’s events also fea- ries of homelessness.
not the end.”
always makes extra food for din“To have to look your children
tured speakers, a “Human Wrong” campaign and
ner so they can invite someone
conversations about students’ role in social justice. in the eyes and tell them you
to join them.
The focus of this year’s SJW was twofold: human are homeless … is very hard,”
Other speakers throughout
trafficking and poverty. The SJW cabinet tried to Jenne said. “Finding a shelter
the week discussed poverty, human trafficking and
educate students about both issues on a global is lucky.”
The event also featured a panel of three people how they can cause each other. The SJW cabinet
and local level.
“It’s really important to us that we educate people who work with poverty locally, in Marion and also partnered with the Human Wrong campaign
about our immediate area, in Grant County,” said Indianapolis. The speakers emphasized the idea and offered students the opportunity to sign cards

B

Business
competition
finalists
announced

Growth Council’s goals is to retain as many
TU and IWU grads as possible.”
“One of our tasks here is to invigorate the
local economy so we get local entrepreneurs
involved. It also increases the interaction
between Taylor students and opportunities
in the region,” Mick Bates, director of Taylor’s Innovative Enterprises Program, said.
“It also helps elevate Taylor as an Indiana
university.”
“Entering and going through the process
is almost as valuable as winning in the end
because it helps people think through their
concepts, how they position them in the marBY MANDOLYN HECOX
ket, identify shortcomings, and see where
Staff Writer
they can improve,” Bates said.
In the past two stages of the competition,
he 2010 Taylor University Business
Plan Competition announced their top the business plans were submitted to the
panel of judges, who made their decisions
six finalists on Tuesday.
The final round of the competition looking at issues such as innovation, immewill be held May 13 in Ayres Memorial diate and long-term impact, and potential
Hall. The competition, which is in its sixth to generate college-level jobs in Indiana.
year, accepts entries from entrepreneurs in On May 13, finalists will spend 15 minutes
presenting their business
Indiana.
plan to the panel of nine
The finalists are comjudges, and then answer
peting for a first-place
“Entering and going
questions for another 15
prize of $7,000. Second
minutes, before the winplace will receive $3,000,
through the process is
ners are selected.
and third place will
almost as valuable as
“This competition has
receive $1,000. Those
winning in the end.”
been a great experience
who win the competition
in learning the intrinext month will have to
cacies of developing a
register their business
business plan,” finalist
with the state of Indiana
and show a business checking account in Nate Savona said. “It has been a valuable
order to receive the prize money, if they have opportunity for those of us with a passion
for entrepreneurship to share our ideas and
not already.
The competition receives around 25 appli- develop them to a point of viability.”
Many of those who participated in the
cations. The finalists are usually narrowed
down to the top five, but six were chosen last competition in the past, regardless of
year when the judges felt all six merited a whether they placed, are active and growplace in the finals, and a similar situation ing in the business world.
“Though victory is the ultimate goal,
occurred this year.
“The competition is the brain child of Tay- whether we win or lose the competition
lor Center for Research and Innovation,” is less important than what we take from
said Tim Eckerle, executive director of the the experience and how we move ahead
Grant County Economic Growth Council. into the uncertain world of commerce and
“The Growth Council views the competi- trade,” finalist Scott Slater said. “How we
tion as one the major elements of the effort grow from the experience is the measure of
to create jobs in Grant County through our vision and the commitment we have to
entrepreneurial development ... One of the bringing it to life.”

T

ANNUAL HOPE
DINNER TO SUPPORT
TAYLOR FAMILY
Dinner helps raise funds for child’s
cancer treatment
BY HANNAH BEERS
Staff Writer

C

ome Thursday, students may skip the DC fare and
flock to Upland Elementary instead for the Hope Dinner — the fourth annual fried chicken fundraiser.
The event is in support of Media Engineer Josh Taylor and his family. The Taylors’ son Nate, 5, was diagnosed
with optic gliomas — tumors found in the brain and optic
nerves — and lost his sight three years ago. He requires
continuous medical attention and chemotherapy.
For the past four years, the media department has
hosted the Hope Dinner to help with the Taylors’ financial
expenses.
For $8, adults can buy a dinner that includes potato salad
or applesauce, chips, soda and fried chicken from Nelson’s
(slogan: “If the Colonel had our recipe, he would have become
a General”).
The ultimate purpose of the dinner is simply to support a
brother in Christ, said associate professor of media communication Donna Downs, who supervises the event.
“He is a community member who needs help. We’re to be
the hands and feet of Jesus. You have to eat anyway, so why
not come?”
Senior Lauren Shepherd, a public relations major, helped
to promote the dinner. She has been involved with the event
for three consecutive years.
“I look forward to it every year because it means so much to
Josh,” Shepherd said. “He is great at his job, and I know the
media students are really thankful for him.”
Every media communication student witnesses Taylor’s
contribution to the program firsthand. He is the go-to person
for every practical problem and technical difficulty. But his
impact extends beyond the department; anyone who has
watched a chapel message on television or online has benefitted from his work.
People can stay, eat and socialize, or simply pick up a meal
and take it elsewhere.
“The chicken really is good!” Shepherd said. “It’s a good
excuse to eat off-campus ... and a sweet way to volunteer time
and money for a worthy cause.”
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addressed to their congressperson advocating to end child slavery. Students
also wore black T-shirts featuring words
like “abducted,” “deceived” or “threatened.” Each word has a different story
of human trafficking behind it.
The week’s events were all intended
to educate and drive students to action
in the future.
“If you know more about things
[related to social justice] that are happening locally, you are more empowered
to take action,” said junior Danielle
Green, co-director of Global Outreach.
However, some students criticized
the week for not directly taking action.
Social Justice Week cabinet members
said they have talked to people who
complained the week is not actually
doing anything about the issues, and
the cardboard community is not an
actual simulation of poverty.
“I would like to see more reaching
out to the homeless,” said junior James
Taylor, who slept in the community
for a night. “Maybe if we slept out for
three nights, and then did a homeless
immersion night to end it, it could have
a greater impact.”
Cabinet members said they intended
the week to be more about education.

“I think a lot of the criticism comes
from misunderstanding of what our
goal is,” Henry said.

“If you know more
about things
[related to social
justice] that are
happening locally,
you are more empowered to
take action.”
“[Our goal is for] people to understand
social justice issues better,” Green said.
“I would hope that they [students]
would be driven to action,” said sophomore Tiara Shaya, Social Justice Week
cabinet member.

Government split over
National Day of Prayer
BY HANNAH WARSTLER
Staff Writer

T

“Judge Crabb emphasized that
her ruling does not discredit
the value of prayer in itself.”

once a year.”
White House Press Secretary Robert
Gibbs appealed the ruling on the basis
that it merely acknowledges religion’s
historical role in the United States. The
ban will not be put into action until the
case is completely closed. The Obama
administration has confirmed that the
president intends to issue a proclamation
recognizing the National Day of Prayer,
contrary to a slew of rumors propagating
on the Internet that he canceled it.
The American Center for Law and
Justice represents 31 congressmen and

The cardboard community is also a
point of contention.
Junior Brian Wong said, “For some
people, the community is a great way to
be aware of social justice issues, but for
others I think it’s just a fun way to sleep
outside with their friends. I just wonder
what homeless people would think if
they saw a bunch of college students
sleeping outside on their behalf.”
The organizers of the week emphasized that the community is not meant
to be an actual simulation of poverty,
but to create empathy for the homeless.
“It’s meant to give perspective, and
with that, it’s a creative way to give
perspective,” said sophomore Chase
Moore.
Sophomore Natalie Puls, who slept
outside for the week, felt living in the
cardboard community gave her greater
empathy toward the homeless.“It’s
misunderstood … we are trying to
empathize. When you realize that you
have a choice to go inside if it gets cold,
or go to the DC for food, but homeless
people don’t — even the fact that I have
a warm sleeping bag, and a homeless
person might not even have that, made
me realize what they are going through,”
she said. “This is a starting point, to get
people aware, but it’s not the end.”
supports the Obama administration’s
position on the issue.
One CNN reporter noted that the
appeal “has been celebrated more ostentatiously by Republican than Democratic
White Houses, partly because it has
become aligned with religious conservatives.”
“The founders of the constitution and
the founders of our country realize The
First Amendment was never designed
to be a break or a restrictor on ideas
going into the marketplace of ideas but
rather a throttle,” said Representative
Randy Forbes (R) in a CNN debate with
Gaylor.
Also applauding the Obama administration is the Shirley Dobson, leader of
the National Day of Prayer Task Force
and wife of conservative evangelical
James Dobson. Dobson criticized the
administration last year for refraining
from White House celebrations that were
a norm under Bush’s presidency. “Our
Task Force’s theme for this year has
been ‘Prayer … For Such a Time as This,”
wrote Dobson on the organization website. “This is the time … when we must
unite our voices against this outrageous
and far-reaching move to take away the
religious liberties that were so hard won
by our Founding Fathers.”
The National Day of Prayer has been
observed since the 1952 legislation calling for a day “on which the people of the
United States may turn to God in prayer
and meditation at churches, in groups
and as individuals.”
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he Obama administration plans to
recognize the National Day of Prayer
next Thursday, despite the recent
ruling that deemed the observation
unconstitutional.
U.S. District Judge Barbara Crabb
ruled that the National Day of Prayer is
unconstitutional because it prompts religious action, says USA Today. A Madisonbased group of atheists and agnostics, the
Freedom from Religion Foundation, filed
the lawsuit against the Obama administration arguing that the day violates the
separation of church and state.
“Its sole purpose is to encourage all citizens to engage in prayer, an inherently
religious exercise that serves no secular
function,” Crabb wrote in the ruling. “The
government has taken sides on a matter
that must be left to individual choice.
Crabb emphasized that her ruling
does not discredit the value of prayer in
itself.
“In fact, it is because the nature of
prayer is so personal and can have such a
powerful effect on a community that the
government may not use its authority to
try to influence an individual’s decision

whether and when to pray,” she wrote.
Freedom from Religion Foundation
Co-President Annie Gaylor said, “It is
such a profound violation of conscience
for Congress to direct our president to
tell all citizens to pray, and they in fact
must set aside an entire day for prayer

2

Taylor students and staff gather at the Memorial Prayer Chapel on Monday to commemorate the lives lost in the 2004 accident. On April 26, 2004, a semi-tractor trailer crossed a median after the driver fell asleep and crashed into a Taylor van
on I-69, claiming the lives of four students and one faculty member. The chapel was later built to honor those lives.

ICELAND
VOLCANO
AFFECTS AIR
TRAFFIC
BY MANDOLYN HECOX
Staff Writer

E

uropean travel has begun adjusting
back to normal this week after coming to a halt two weeks ago when an
Icelandic volcano erupted.
Airlines are still having problems sorting
through the backlog that has been growing
since April 14 when the volcano named
Eyjafjallajökull erupted, stranding thousands of travelers. Unsure of the effect the
volcano’s floating ash would have on flight
visibility, airlines canceled flights for days,
stranding tourists from around the world.
BBC News reported that several airlines
have recently requested that passengers
defer to other airlines and only fly if travel
is absolutely necessary, at least until the
clogged system has time to clear up. Most
airlines have said they are on track to hopefully get all passengers to their intended

locations by the end of this week. The volcano’s activity even affected the travel plans
of President Obama, who was scheduled to
fly to Poland to attend the funeral of the
late Polish President Lech Kaczyński.
The chaos over the past two weeks has
greatly affected the airline industry, costing it at least $1.7 billion so far, according to the International Air Transport
Association.
The eruption also caused problems on the
ground, as the eruption partially melted a
glacier and caused a flood that forced hundreds of citizens to evacuate.
Eyjafjallajökull is a small glacier in
Iceland and is covered by an icecap at an
elevation of 5,466 feet. The volcano erupted
previously in 920, 1612, 1821 to 1823, and
again this year on March 20 and April 14.
While the March eruption caused only a
slight disturbance and a small evacuation,
this month’s activity was far more powerful. Scientists had been detecting seismic
activity in the volcano area since December
2009, complete with thousands of smallerscale earthquakes. The activity increased
on February 26, when the Meteorological
Institute of Iceland registered greater
unusual activity, indicating to scientists
that magma was forcing its way out from
under the crust.

There are those both in and out of the
airline industry who have criticized the
decision to completely shut down all flights,
calling it unnecessary. According to the
British newspaper The Observer, Sir Richard Branson, a British industrialist, spoke
his disapproval of the decision and suggested the government give financial aid
to the airlines.
“All the experts were telling us there
was no danger,” Branson said. “There were
plenty of corridors through which the airlines could have flown which would have
been quite safe.”
There are also those who feel the flight
ban was reasonable.
“There is no definition of a safe concentration of ash for different aircraft,” the
International Airways Volcano Watch
Operations Group stated during an annual
meeting in 2007. The group said that the
process of determining a safe amount of
ash present in the atmosphere was a “difficult and longstanding problem.”
Supporters of the flight ban feel that it
is better to be safe than sorry since there
have been no guidelines or regulations
on the acceptable levels of volcanic ash
for flights. The airlines plan to wait until
the ash clouds settle before they resume
travel.
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Troops to return home
Iraq- U.S. President Barack Obama is planning to continue
with his original goal of removing combat forces from Iraq
this summer. There is some worry that the new and still
unstable Iraqi government will not be able to hold itself
together with so many U.S. troops gone, but Obama is
determined to keep his promise. The combat forces are
to be removed by August and the remaining trainers and
advisers by December 2011.
E.U. allows liquids on flights
France- European airports will be installing new technology
that should help in detecting liquid explosives. This update
will allow passengers to carry liquids in their hand luggage
by 2013. The ban, put in place by the European Union in
2006, was a result of a plot discovered that intended to
bomb U.S.-bound passengers.
Weapons treaty negotiations
Russia- NATO and the United States hope to reach a consensus on a plan to revamp a major treaty on conventional
weapons for Europe by November. This is one of three
planned parts to assist NATO’s relationship with Russia.
The change was inspired by a the recent U.S.-Russia arms
treaty.
Taliban targets local Pakistani leaders
Pakistan- The Swat valley in Pakistan was declared free of
militants in 2009. Reportedly, there have been killings related to the Taliban recently. According to BBC News, there
have been three deaths in the past 10 days. Officials have
stated that the Taliban has restarted its targeted killings of
local leaders in the valley.
2010 World Expo held in China
China- The largest World’s Fair began Thursday night in
Shanghai. The event expects about 400,000 daily visitors
from 189 nations. Nicknamed the “Economic Olympics”
by Chinese Officials, the Fair boasts 3,400 police and 547
tons of food. The cost of this event is $58 billion. The 2008
Beijing Olympics cost only $42 billion.
Officials charged with fraud
Kenya- Ten top Kenyan officials were charged with corruption. The charge deals with an accusation that the officials
purchased land for a cemetery with taxpayers’ money. The
officials have denied the charges, which include 11 counts
of fraud and abuse. The men were released from prison on
bail.
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Student applies

to live outdoors
next semester
By Emily Luttrull
Contributor

Photo by Timmy Huynh

T

he fact that sophomore Chase Moore is applying to
live off-campus is not that interesting. A lot of TU
students are scrambling to sign leases on local homes.
But Moore doesn’t want to live in an apartment or
house next year. He wants to live in a tent. In the middle
of the woods.
“I realize it’s out there,” Moore said. “It’s a very different
idea, a very different way of living.”
Predictably, the majority of people’s first reaction to
Moore’s proposition is “why?”
“I want to live as simple as I can for the sole reason of
trying to draw closer to Jesus,” he says. “I’m not doing this
just to live in a tent for a semester.”
Living in solitude would enable Moore to “seek Jesus in
a new way.” It would give him a new spiritual perspective
and mostly likely be a life-changing experience.
Moore also desires to take a break from the constant,
almost mandatory, connection technology provides.
“I’m on Facebook. I’m on Twitter. I’m on my computer
all the time, and the thought of living without technology
scares me. And that’s why I want to do it. It scares me that
I have so much dependency on technology,” Moore said.
After filling out a typical off-campus form, Moore was
put on a waiting list. He then wrote an appeal letter to
Housing Coordinator Lori Slater and got a quick response
inviting him to further explain his unique idea. Right
now, Moore is in the process of meeting with Director of
Residence Life Steve Morley and Dean of Student Development Skip Trudeau in an effort to solidify his tent-dwelling

plans.
At first, they were unsure of Moore’s motives.
“Their concerns for me were absolutely genuine,” he said.
“They really wanted to make sure that I, as a student, had
the best experience that I could by getting off-campus.”
Quickly convinced he wasn’t interested in making himself a hermit, Morley and Trudeau are in the process of
working out details to make this possible. Details such
as hygiene.
“I’m still working with [them on]the shower situation,”
Moore said.
Living in a tent would present more than a few difficulties, not the least being Upland winters.
“This winter, February even through late April, was
brutal,” Moore said. “I just thought about that, like what
would I do if I was in a tent right now?”
But even after a vicious J-term, he isn’t giving up hope.
“It’s going to be tough, but I guess that’s part of the adventure.”
Though he’d be living outdoors in rain, snow, heat and
wind, Moore isn’t anticipating the weather to be the most
difficult part.
“I think the hardest part is going to be learning that
silence is okay,” he said. “It’s going to be really hard to sit
by myself and try to listen and try to be silent. ... [Especially during the college years] you’re so busy all the time,
and when you have a day where you don’t have anything
due, you don’t know what to do. I think that that’s a really
odd concept — that we have to fill out time with so many
different things.”
Although nothing is final yet, Moore is optimistic. “It’s
not approved yet, but we’re getting close to the final
stages.”
Slater, Morley and Trudeau have been “tremendously
generous,” Moore said, and really care about his Taylor
experience. “They want to ensure that I am included in the
Taylor community as much as possible, care that would be
hard to find at any other school than Taylor.”
If Moore’s proposal is accepted, he plans to record his
adventure through a blog and documentary. He hopes that
his story will popularize the idea of living simply, showing
Taylor that we don’t need as much as stuff as we think.

Dr. Chin Chang invests in students outside of class
By Mary K Smith
Contributor

C
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hin Chang was hired in 2004 to
teach Spanish at Taylor , but
some students say he contributes
to Taylor’s student body beyond
what his job description requires.
Class content frequently encompasses much more than language
study, according to senior Rebecca
Helmke.
“I feel so blessed,” Chang said. “I feel
like I have the perfect job. I’m wondering if I could live happily doing any
other job.”
Chang enters class each day with a
black tote slung over his shoulder; a
smile plays at the corners of his lips.
He appears extremely put together.
Polished dress shoes, creased slacks
and a crisp button-up shirt are standard apparel. Depending on the
weather, he might sport a half-zip
sweater or a blazer over the collared
shirt. In the winter months, a charcoal
scarf accents his ensemble.
“His wife shops for him,” senior Lauren Shepherd said. “He told us in class
one time last semester.”
Shepherd said it is not uncommon
for Chang to veer from Spanish to talk

about his family or background, or to
ask students questions about their
lives.
“He loves to talk about relationships,” Shepherd said with a smile. She
is a newlywed, and Chang frequently
asks about her husband.
Several other students acknowledged his interest in their lives, particularly on the topic of dating.
“He is such a sweet man,” Helmke
said. “He always asks me how I am
doing, or about work or if I’m dating
anyone. You can tell he really cares
about his students.”
Chang typically carries a course
load of 12 credit hours, putting him
in close contact with about 100 Taylor
students in a given semester. Students
who have his class immediately after
chapel regularly hear him comment on
the morning’s message.
“Hey guys” — he starts many of his
sentences with this common colloquial phrase, characterized by a thick
Korean accent — “What did you think
about chapel today?”
He proceeds to share his thoughts,
often expressing how the message
impacted him, before opening the class
in prayer.
“Señor, muchas gracias por hoy,”
he begins. He rattles off several more

Dr. Chang leads his Teaching Modern Languages in Secondary Education class.

sentences in Spanish before asking
students to open their books.
This year, Chang has invested in
another group of students outside of
the classroom. Taylor started a partnership with a Korean university
in fall 2009. Chang is one of the key
contacts for this initiative, serving as
managing director of the Institute for
English Language Studies at Taylor.
In August 2009, 12 Korean students
joined the Taylor community as part of
an intensive language study, and 12
more will come in fall 2010. Chang has
worked closely with Associate Provost
and Dean of International Programs
Chris Bennett and Professor of Sociology Mike Jessup to make the partnership a possibility.
Over spring break, Chang traveled
to South Korea to meet with university
representatives to continue developing
the exchange program.
“[The exchange program] is a
great benefit to our students and our
institution,” Chang said. “It adds to
the diversity of our community and
allows students here to experience the
Korean culture. It is beneficial for us
in every aspect.”
Chang was born in South Korea in
1967 and lived there until he enrolled
in a master’s program in Bogotá,
Colombia, at Instituto Caro y Cuervo.
He maintains strong ties to his Korean
roots, visiting his family in Korea at
least once a year.
“I love my country and the people
there, but I love my life here too. My
children are Americans mentally and
culturally, so I don’t think we could
ever move back,” Chang said.
Stories of his life in Korea often
weave their way into class time.
“I feel like he has such an interesting background,” Shepherd said. “I get
bits and pieces of his story in class,
but sometime I want to just sit and
hear all about it. There are so many
surprising details. I just wonder what
else he has experienced.”
Chang attended Korea University
for his undergraduate studies, majoring in Spanish. Between his junior and
senior years, he was required to serve
in the Korean military. He served in
the army for three years before returning to Korea University to complete
his degree.
“My dream and desire to be an educator was born during my first year of
college,” Chang said. “I began learning
about so many great Christian scholars, and I knew I wanted to become a
teacher.”
Upon graduation, he moved to

Colombia to obtain a master’s degree
in the Romance languages. Chang considers his four years in Colombia the
best time of his life.
English is Chang’s third language,
with Korean as his first and Spanish
as his second. His students at Taylor
often revel in this fact.
“I love telling people that my Spanish teacher is trilingual,” Helmke said.
“I can’t imagine teaching a group of
students in my third language. He is
so smart!”
Other students appreciate Chang for
different reasons.
“If I was a college professor, I would
want to be best buds with him,” junior
Brian Wong said, “and I would definitely want to dress like him.”

YO, ADRIENNE!
(And Alissa)
Yo, Adrienne!
It is getting close to the time
of year when we have to fill
out those online course
review surveys for the classes
we took this semester. It
seems like nothing ever
comes about as a result of
those. Should I even bother
filling them out this year?
- The Potentially Surveyed

Dear Potentially Surveyed,
There will be some professors
who will remind you to fill
‘em out countless times, and
those are the ones who will
actually use your survey
feedback to modify their class
for the better. For those select
few, you should honor their
desire to improve.
And, since the surveys stay
anonymous, you might as

well take advantage of the
opportunity. It’s the perfect
chance to tell that oblivious
professor how you really feel,
or to affirm that awesome one
you were too embarrassed to
tell face to face. You can get
pretty creative in the comment box at the bottom of the
survey page: Try typing a
short poem, emoticons (see
below) or a riddle for your
professor to solve. You could
even lead him/her to clues
scattered throughout campus
and make it a scavenger hunt
of sorts. Just an idea.

Answering your
questions one
round at a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@
gmail.com

EMOTICONS

<):) (cowboy)
[:|] (robot)
:-P~ (drooling)
:^o (liar)
#-O (d’oh!)
---^--\o/-- (shark attack)
_@/ (snail)
(o.o) (owl)

:P (tongue out)
<3 (heart)
0:-) (angel)
:-* (kiss)
:-X (lips are sealed)
8-S (silly)
>:[ (vampire)
:)) (extra happy)
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riding the Chillwave
brent
clouse

If your summer plans
include lounging around the
pool, looping some ambient
contributor
synthesizer beats and mixing them in GarageBand, you
may already be riding the chillwave.
Chillwave is what some call the sub-sub-subgenre of electronic indie pop. Given that you need
three descriptions just to define this new music
style, it is daunting for even the hippest of music
journalists to accurately pinpoint what makes up
chillwave. Be that as it may, chillwave may be the
first widely recognized music genre to be birthed
on the blogosphere.
In a world where new MP3s reach audience
ears not days, but hours, after being recorded, it
is easy for any random blogger to find a common
sound among several new bands and slap a label
on them — claiming to have coined a new genre.
In the summer of 2009, this is exactly what hap-

pened with a blogger named Carles, who used the artists claiming — or rather, attempting — to be become so easily accessible doesn’t help the chillwave rider’s cause. Ever seen a YouTube video of
term “chillwave” to describe the music of Ernest chillwave take the minimalist approach.
Got a MacBook? Well, that’s half the battle. a teen playing a drum kit on her iPhone? How
Greene, aka Washed Out. Before this, random
names like “no-fi,” “glo-fi” and “ChillHouse” were Again, the digital, blog-centric culture of today about a DJ with an entire mixing board installed
allows for virtually anyone on his iPad? Being a post-indie chillwave artist
used to describe any electo get their foot in the door. very well could be as easy as downloading an
tronic band whose sound
Whether these artists, or application and learning a bass riff. After this
resembled mellow elevator
“Being a post-indie chillwave
even the chillwave genre year’s SXSW, journalists criticized the simplicity of
music. Since then, chillwave
artist very well could be as easy
itself, can stand the test of chillwave’s typically solo acts, claiming that artists
has been on a year-long
as downloading an application
time is still unknown. The like Washed Out, Neon Indian and Toro y Moi play
journey to becoming its own
and learning a bass riff.”
outcome will instead be “annoyingly noncommittal” music. Washed Out’s
unique sound.
determined by each new “Feel it All Around” and Neon Indian’s “Deadbeat
Effects processing and
band and EP that emerges Summer” have also received flack for blatantly
sampling are far from new
on MySpace and Last.fm in sampling progressive rock oldies.
in any indie sub-genre, but
So what’s the consensus? Are lightheaded lyrics
what separates Washed Out from last decade’s pre- the months to come.
My prediction? Get ready for a summer of chill- and reminiscent beats here to stay, or is chillwave
decessors is how the electronic looping blends with
Greene’s warped and filtered vocals. The result, wave. Think of 2010 as the passing of the torch just another bump in the road for indie’s metafrom conceptual indie rock to throwbacks of ‘80s phorical roadtrip? Either way, this movement is
not surprisingly, is a very “chill” sound.
gaining speed, and there’s no denying the bravery
Where the chillwave criticism begins is found in synth-pop.
The fact that music-generating software has and sincerity of chillwave’s new artists.
the genre’s simplicity. Like Washed Out, many new

champions of the genre

Neon Indian
“psychic Chasms”

Toro y moi
“causers of this”

washed out
“life of leisure”

hometown: denton, texas
album released: 13 october 2009
download: “Deadbeat summer,”
“terminally chill”

hometown: columbia, S.C.
album released: 4 january 2010
download: “minors,” “talamak”

hometown: perry, ga.
album released: 8 september 2009
download: “feel it all around,”
“new theory”

Concert

movie

The Flaming Lips

Kick-A--

April 22, Bloomington, Ind.

Aaron Johnson, Nicolas Cage

I was once told I needed to see The Flaming Lips
before I died. I did, and now I’m ready to die.
Less morbidly, The Lips’ most recent album,
save their collaborative “Darkside of the Moon”
cover, is called “Embryonic.”
The album’s title took literal form throughout
their show in Bloomington last
Moral
Thursday, evidenced early on
by Wayne Coyne and company’s
triumphal entry onto the stage
visual
through a digitized naked woman’s — um, well — birth canal.
A little later I, only semi-recovmusical
ered from witnessing grownmanbirth, watched Wayne The Insane
command the audience’s attenAlissa
tion with hard-hitting psychedelic
goeglein rock and a stunning kaleidoscopic
of visual effects. Rainbow-colored
giant balloons floated through clouds of smoke
for tunes off “Yoshimi Battles The Pink Robots.”
The darker sound of “Embryonic” called for similar lighting, but not without audience-held laser
pointers aimed at a giant mirror, Oz-like animal
puppets and strobe lights.
The Lips threw it back with their 1993 radio hit
“She Don’t Use Jelly,” along with other singalongs
like “The Yeah Yeah Yeah Song” and “I Can Be A
Frog.” During the latter, the crowd chirped, barked
and roared animal noises in place of indie rocker
Karen O, who appears on the recorded track.
“Embryonic,” appropriately, recieved a lot of play
while, unfortunately, “At War With The Mystics”
did not. But favorites of the night included “In
the Morning of Magicians,” “Yoshimi Battles The
Robots Pt. 1” and the double-encore of Pink Floyd’s
“Breathe” with a surprisingly fresh rendition of
“Do You Realize??”
As expected, The Lips threw quite a trippy,
wacked-out party. The only problem was that I
wasn’t drunk or high, and thus was convicted.
The female nudity and various forms of soft pornography persisted through the night on a jumbo
screen behind the band, and Coyne’s betweensong sermonettes were strange and perplexing.
He was clearly distraught that marijuana had
not been allowed into the auditorium (as were the
blank-staring deadbeats around me), but wanted
world peace, love and oneness.
The evening was such a bizarre juxtaposition of
beauty and perversion (and for that I was forced
to compartmentalize my review). I was frustrated
that I could not have one without the other, but
I guess that’s just how rock ‘n’ roll — and all of
humanity — will be, at least until Jesus comes
back. Now that I’ve lived to see this show, I’m all
set for him.

The story of “Kick-A--” is one of courage. Courage
to step up and be an extraordinary hero in tough
times, when the world needs someone to be a beacon
for truth and justice. But hey, no one said it couldn’t
be a hilarious beacon.
Kick-A-- is the alter-ego of Dave
Lizewski, the least popular and
most invisible guy in high school.
He and his two friends go through
the motions of high school life,
eric
including getting mugged in the
skala
back alleys of Manhattan. Dave’s
love for comic books gives him the
spark of courage to become the hero his crime-filled
neighborhood needs. While out on “patrol,” he breaks
up a gang brawl outside of a convenience store and,
after the cell phone video of his fight hits the Web,
his popularity explodes and his MySpace page is
flooded with praises and “hero requests” from all
over the city.
The film shines in its first hour, as Kick-A-- is lifted
from crazy-kid-in-scuba-gear to respected hero. As
he starts to take on bigger and bigger challenges,
though, he gets in over his head, and he gets saved by
two other mysterious vigilantes: The young gymnast
Hit Girl and her gun-slinger father, Big Daddy. These
two are skilled and ruthless, killing dozens of thugs
in a scene without any thought or discretion. And be
warned, “Kick-A--” is one of the more violent films to
hold onto only an R rating.
When Hit Girl and Big Daddy are introduced, the
film starts to become a vigilante justice film, and the
fun that Kick-A-- brings as a nice kid trying to make
a difference is stolen by the kill-fest that follows. It’s
like watching Peter Parker trying to figure out his
powers in the first “Spider-Man,” then switching
DVDs to “300” and the Spartans’ final battle.
The story is not only well-written and interesting,
but throws Dave through the traditional superhero
gauntlet as well: Bathing in his popularity, facing
a too-tough opponent, questioning his place as a
hero, protecting loved ones, hiding his secret identity
and all the other great stuff a masked hero has to
struggle with. It makes for a great story, and is all
the more interesting because we actually like Dave.
He’s just a kid with a big heart, and, for once, he’s a
superhero we can identify with.
For all the people who have ever drawn cartoons
of themselves in a costume, or thought of what their
superhero names would be, or have ever imagined
themselves fighting crime, they need to see “KickA--.” Dave does what we wish we had the guts to
do, and watching him fight crime in his own way is
a ton of fun.
For everyone else, “Kick-A--” is still outrageously
fun and funny. The laughs only pause for some wild
action scenes, and the great story coupled with likable characters makes for a really great movie. And
who knows? Maybe by the end, you’ll be looking
online for your own superhero costume.

attention: there’s only one week of the
echo left! if you feel like there’s something that needs to be covered (sorry, I
can not allocate space for “Gilmore girls”
reviews) or have ideas for the a&e page,
please send contributions and ideas to
colby_spear@taylor.edu
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The cardboard
commitment

S

ometimes I forget that not everyone in America goes to an expensive university and sleeps
in nice warm beds every night. So it’s always
an eye opener when the cardboard community
goes up and I am reminded that some people are
forced to sleep in cardboard boxes on nicely manicured lawns of expensive universities.
I like to think of myself as a person who has
Tim
McDermott a pretty high concern for issues of social justice.
So the idea of Social Justice Week appeals to my
Columnist
interest in being an active participant in righting
social injustices. But my interest quickly fades, because Social
Justice Week is not about actually righting social injustice but
rather raising awareness.
I recently met with a member of the Social Justice Cabinet.
She told me that they don’t want to simply go out and do service
projects for Social Justice Week because it represents a one-time
commitment, and they are trying to generate interest that will
result in a continual commitment to serving the disadvantaged.
While I do respect this sentiment, I can’t say that I agree with
it.
Even if it is a one-time commitment, this week is in the name of
social justice, and doing a little good is better than doing nothing
at all. Plus, serving just once in a homeless shelter is more likely
to compel one to service than a week of speakers.
If we are not actually helping anyone during Social Justice
Week, we are not living up to our Biblical commitment to the poor.
The Bible talks more about helping the poor and needy than any
other topic, and its commands do not involve learning or raising
awareness but rather physically serving, both by giving money
and time.
I walked through the cardboard community Monday night at
around two in the morning, simply to observe. What I noticed was
not an intense poverty simulation attempting to raise awareness
and gain empathy for the poor, but rather a reflection of the exact
social inequalities that cause these conditions.
Some people were sleeping under a single cardboard box folded
to make a tent, while others slept in what can only be described
as cardboard mansions. Whether tents or mansions, all of them

The settlements
must end
Mary K.
Smith
Contributor

According to international law, the occupation and
settlement of Palestinian territory, including East
Jerusalem, is illegal. Despite this fact, last Monday
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
announced that Israel will not submit to demands
to freeze building in East Jerusalem.
Netanyahu says that Palestinian demands for East Jerusalem
prevent peace. However, more alarming and more detrimental to
the peace process is Israel’s blatant disregard for international
law in continuing the current building project in East Jerusalem,
despite signing agreements to limit settlement growth.
The settlement movement is hindering the potential for peace
in the region. It must stop if peace truly is the desired result.
The settlement movement has become a central tenet of Israel’s
commitment to national self-determination. Although the settlement movement finds roots in Jewish religious nationalism, it
has since grown to include secular nationalists who are equally
committed to the establishment of a Jewish state. In the 30 years
following the war in 1967, Israel established 121 settlements in
the West Bank.
Land rich in agricultural value and water resources has been

Knowing your
gender role
I grew up defending the female cause.
Everyone thought boys were better. My agenda
was to even the score. In first grade, I was willing
to punch the boy next to me to do so.
I learned by seventh grade, or conceded, that
boys had feelings and I was hurting them. I realized that my tactics were poor.
This didn’t mean I was forever sweet, though I tried to act in
love. After all, I was reading the Bible and had not missed the bold
print: Love one another. Love even your enemies.
I was pitted against males because I didn’t see much kindness
or equality emanating from their side. I saw shows of superiority. I
knew that I was capable of what anyone else was capable of, male
or female, and that those assertions of power were unfair.
Living abroad last semester in the midst of a busy city, I was
advised as a woman to be cautious, so my daily awareness was
heightened. On the streets, I almost never felt in danger, but
I noticed my tongue primed to rage and my body readied to
Jessica
Martini
Columnist

had brand new blue tarps over them to keep out the rain — the
kind of thing few homeless people could afford.
It is literally impossible for us to simulate an impoverished
lifestyle because poverty is so much more than simply not having
money or a place to live.
Poverty is a mindset. Poverty is waking up hungry under a
bridge and knowing that neither food nor warmth are a guarantee,
that there’s no dorm or dining commons just in case. Poverty can
be simulated, but not here. Not on this campus.
When Social Justice Week is over, we have the tendency to
move on with our lives after a couple of days of reflection, just
like with Sex in the Cornfields and other weeklong programs.
Unfortunately for the poor and oppressed, our week of “activism”
hasn’t done anything to improve their situation. It’s as if the
week is done for us and us only.

In order to keep this article from being completely useless, I
would like to make a suggestion: Let’s do something about social
injustice. Lets act. Let’s go visit a homeless shelter or minister
to people on the street or raise money in any way we can. It is
not enough to just talk. Nothing will ever change by living on
Reade lawn for a week and listening to some speakers.

Editor’s note: The SJW did give students an opportunity to
act on what they have learned by writing and calling congress members about the Child Protection Compact Act. The
act is designed to support countries with limited resources
in eradicating child trafficking.

systematically removed from Palestinian control by the Israeli plausibly create and maintain a state that is Jewish, democratic
settlement movement. According to the Israeli Information Center and encompasses all the land (by way of settlements).
Another people group with conflicting interests is present; therefor Human Rights in the Occupied Territories, Israel has successfully gained control of more than 50 percent of the land in the fore, one of the three factors will have to be sacrificed. Before peace
can be reached, Israel will have to decide if the land of Israel is
West Bank.
At some points, the barrier cuts as deep as 22 kilometers into more worthy of allegiance than the state of Israel.
American involvement in the settlement issue
West Bank territory, stripping the Palestinians
is crucial. Under the Bush administration, the
of some of the region’s most fertile and waterUnited States was ineffective in handling the
rich land. Overall, 80 percent of the wall was consituation. The conflict took a subordinate role to
structed inside Palestinian territory — seemingly
other international and domestic affairs, which
intentional placement and overt misappropriation
hindered Bush’s progress in pressuring Israel to
of land.
“It’s time Israel
change their settlement policy.
National secularists maintain that Israel’s small
Bush was the first U.S. president to call for the
size necessitates the establishment of settlements
stops skirting
establishment of a Palestinian state, and he was
for security reasons; gaining control of more land
around what
instrumental in the drafting of the Road Map Plan
ensures more strategic depth, they say.
in 2003, which called for an end to terrorism and
Today, nearly 500,000 settlers live in the West
international law
settlements, according to BBC News. The threeBank and East Jerusalem, and the newest building
requires.”
phase plan was never implemented.
project will establish an additional 700 new JewWith Obama’s accession to office came a more
ish homes and 1,600 Jewish apartments within
focused effort to advocate for peace. The Obama
Palestinian territory. This behavior is nothing
administration has made great steps in pressuring
short of ludicrous.
Israel toward appropriate behavior in the peace
The occupation of the West Bank in 1967 was
process, including requesting that Israel freeze the
an important advancement in Israel’s history —
an important means to furthering the development of the Israeli building project, which risk compromising diplomatic relations.
King Abdullah of Jordan, whose father made a strategic peace
state.
However, when examined closely, the value of the settlement agreement with Israel in 1994, agrees. If Israel wants peace, it has
movement is inconsistent with the values of the Israeli state. If a to stop settling Jews on occupied land, Abdullah noted.
It’s time Israel stops skirting around what international law
democratic Jewish state is the desired goal, then the settlement
movement is not a logical means of getting there. Israel cannot requires. The settlement movement must end.
fight any man who thought to assert power over me or another but millions of women yearly suffer domestic violence from a
male partner, in our country. And that is revolting.
woman.
A pastor stated in Christianity Today that abusive men “often
My heightened awareness often lingered, and I sometimes
challenged guys who were friends. I didn’t let anyone get away cite male headship/female submissiveness to justify their abuse.”
with belittling women, and there were some isolated episodes of He revealed that, unfortunately, Christian men are guilty along
me saying not the nicest things. I felt the first-grade passion to with the rest of taking/faking a position of authority through
imposed force and domestic harm. The fact is that even “good,
stand up against mean boys return to me.
Christian guys” aren’t beyond such behavior.
There is still this feeling in my spirit that grieves
Most of you are not married yet, but many of
over the behavior of men toward women. I have
you will become husbands. Many of you have
indeed met good men, but I am inclined to with“Men, understand
close women in your lives now. Under no cirhold trust.
that women have a cumstances does a loving relationship involve
Men, understand that women have a lot of reasons not to trust you. We have a lot of reasons to
lot of reasons not to dehumanization or abuse.
If you hold an opinion that is otherwise, please
be on the defensive. Even toward Christian guys.
trust you.”
disclose this information on a first date, and also
The relationship between the sexes has too often
recognize that you are a wuss. Exploitation of a
been one of abuse.
woman’s vulnerability is cowardly, in any form.
A couple of years ago at Exit 59, Darren CampBecoming a real man who would never act
bell gave one of the best sermons I’ve heard. The
brashly in anger against a woman, never create
message wasn’t even directed at me (which may
be why I liked it). He summed up his point by charging men, a home of violence, starts now. Getting married won’t solve your
“Don’t be wusses.” Men were aptly challenged that Sunday to be anger problem or issues of control.
I want a reason to let go of my familiar stance of defense
what men really should be.
Because most of you probably missed that church service, I against males. Be that reason. Protect women by being men.
Decide to be a man, not a wuss, starting now.
will reiterate, and for your benefit, here is a woman saying to
*Thank you to the many Taylor men who have modeled what
you, “Don’t be a wuss.”
The charge to be a man, though, can and does get interpreted it is to be good men, and who, to my delight, hold doors open
as reason to drag women down. I wish I didn’t need to say this, (knowing, of course, that I could do it myself).
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Carey brings unique story, success

Trojan sports

IN BRIEF
Baseball (35-12, 18-4)

Women’s Track

results
04/27
vs. Bethel
College
W, 5-1 W,
14-3 (5)

results
04/24
Taylor Invitational
2 of 8

Schedule
05/08
at MCC
Tournament
(IWU) TBA

Recap
Baseball secured their first
ever Mid-Central College
Conference regular season
championship by sweeping
Bethel College in a doubleheader on Tuesday. They will
be seeded first going into
the MCC tournament.

Softball (13-25, 6-10)

Photo by Timmy Huynh

results
04/24
vs. Goshen
College
W, 3-1 W, 7-3

Freshman Henrietta Carey has made immediate contributions to the track team this year, as well as breaking the school record in the 100m dash.
Even though her biological mother died, her family loves her and will be there for
Carey’s aunt took over the role of “mom” in her.
With one record broken, the support of her
her life and it is the name Carey now calls
family and a six-place ranking in the NAIA
During her short time at Taylor, fresh- her.
for the 100-meter, she now looks to the
man Henrietta Carey, native of Freeport,
next goal: qualifying with a 4 x 100 relay
Bahamas, has already broken the school’s
team for Nationals. She joins junior Morgan
100-meter record. Not just once, but three
Achterhoff and sophomores Stephanie Kentimes.
ney and Cassie Vaflor.
“I was exploding with all kind of different
The team is only off by half a second to
emotions,” Carey said. “... I was happy the
qualify for Nationals.
entire day. Just that one race and I finally
“As a sprinter breaking her own 100m
made one of my top goals.”
record, [Henrietta] offers not only
That particular goal was to run the
unmatched speed but a quality of form that
100-meter in under 12 seconds, a goal she
has come from years of dedicated repetition
reached with two-hundredths of a second
and competition,” Vaflor said.
to spare in Saturday’s Taylor Invitational
Another goal Carey wants to achieve is to
track meet.
make the Olympic team and represent her
“She runs like she’s not expending energy,
country. A goal, according to Bowers, “not
if you watch her,” head coach Ted Bowers
beyond her reach.”
said. “It’s just this smooth race and no phase
While the Olympics are still a couple of
looks harder.”
years away, Carey intends to work hard and
Carey officially began running during secimprove as much as she can while keepond grade, a few years after she won her first
ing up with her biology/pre-medicine major
race at the ripe young age of 6 years old.
classes.
Through the encouragement from her famEvery athlete has his or her own unique
ily, friends and coach, and her own passion
story as to how he or she arrived where they
and drive, Carey has pursued running and
are now, and Carey’s story is only one of 271
improved ever since. She continued running
intercollegiate athletes at Taylor this year.
after her mom died in June of 2008, even
Carey has her sights set high and is adathough for the 11 months following, it was
Family plays a crucial role in Carey’s life mant about reaching her dreams through
not something she wanted to do.
“I [ran] just because I was on scholar- as that is where her support system lies. hard work and dedication.
“One of my favorite [quotes] is ‘go hard or
ship [for high school],” Carey said. “I had Despite the large distance between Taylor
no choice basically ... I had to, but I didn’t and her home in the Bahamas, she feels the go home,’” Carey said. “If you can’t go hard,
support through e-mails and just knowing then just go home.”
want to.”
by Julia berger
Senior Editor

“I was exploding with
all kind of different
emotions,” Carey said.
“... I was happy the
entire day. Just that
one race and I finally
made one of my top
goals.”

Golf team
finishes 7th
in MCC
by Andrew morgan
Sports Co-Editor
The Taylor golf team concluded their
season with a seventh place finish in the
nine-team Mid-Central Conference Championship, April 26-27. The team shot 314, 311
and 314 in three rounds on the Cobblestone
Golf Course in Kendallville, Ind.
Taylor sophomore Tyler Ramsland led the

way for the Trojans in the first two rounds
of the tournament, hitting 76 strokes on the
front and back nines of the course for a combined 152 day one total. The four-man Trojan
squad finished the first day with a two-round
625 tally and a sixth place standing. Taylor
trailed behind fifth-place Bethel by just six
strokes going into the third round, while
Saint Francis trailed just one stroke behind
Taylor.
During the second day of the competition,
Spring Arbor fell into sixth place behind
Bethel, but the Trojans could only reduce
their deficit behind Spring Arbor to three
strokes. Saint Francis pulled ahead by nine
in the third and final round to give Taylor
the seventh place finish. Saint Francis shot
their best round of the tournament with a
nine-stroke improvement over the previous

softball
drops four
against
springarbor,
St. Mary
By eric true
Sports Co-Editor

Photo by Timmy Huynh

T
Sophomore Laura Strode catches a fly ball
during Saturday’s conference win against
Goshen.

he softball team continued to fall on
hard times as they were swept in a
doubleheader Tuesday. The losses came
at the hands of Spring Arbor University, who came in tied for fourth in the MCC
at 10-6.
TU came into the game riding a two-game
winning streak after sweeping a doubleheader against Grace College on Saturday.
However, the Trojans could not carry that
good fortune into the Spring Arbor games.
Spring Arbor pitcher Danielle Beckett
pitched a complete-game no-hitter in game
one to set the tone for the doubleheader.
Even in the loss, the Trojans were able to
stand out on the defensive side.

round to move up two positions and take the
fifth place spot.
Ramsland improved his previous scores by
four strokes with a 72 on the second day. He
tied for sixth overall and earned All-Conference Honors for his three-round total of 224.
Senior Arne Fahlen tied for 26th place with
a stroke total of 237, while freshman Jimmy
Fahlen shot a 243 on the day, senior Trevor
Fitch tallied a 246 and senior Joshua Gates
finished with a 247.
Marian took home its eleventh MCC
championship during the competition with
a come-from-behind win over IWU. The Marian Knights outshot the IWU Wildcats by five
strokes in the final round to come away with
a two-stroke victory. Marian’s Trey Pfund
finished first overall with a -4 on the course
and a 212 total.

“Overall, our defense was solid, we turned
a few double plays and the runs we let in
were earned from base hits,” sophomore
Laura Strode said.
In game two, the Trojans put up eight
hits, but were able to score only one run.
Most of this was due to Taylor stranding
nine runners on base. Strode led the way
for the Trojans, compiling three hits during
game two.
“In both games we refused to give up, we
were fighting all the way to end,” junior
Emily Kramer said.
The Trojans hoped to get back on the winning side of things when they took on St.
Mary-of-the-Woods at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday,
but unfortunately came out on the losing
side of that doubleheader as well. The final
score of the games were 2-1 and 6-2 in favor
of St. Mary-of-the-Woods. The Trojans held
only one lead during the entire doubleheader,
a 1-0 advantage early in game one, although
they were able to tie the score during two
seperate occassions in game one and game
two. Freshmen Holly Tomaszewski led the
way for TU in game one, throwing seven
strikeouts, as well as going two for three at
the plate. Kramer shined in game two, tallying two hits to bring her total to four for the
day. The losses, their fourth in a row, drops
Taylor’s record to 13-25. Taylor continues
play Saturday at 1 p.m. against Notre Dame
College in South Euclid, Ohio.

Schedule
05/01
at Notre
Dame College (South
Euclid, Ohio)
1 p.m.
05/04
at MCC
Tournament
(Mishawaka,
Ind.) TBA

Recap
In game two of the Spring
Arbor doubleheader, sophomore center fielder Laura
Strode contributed three hits
in four trips to the plate.

Men’s Track
results
04/24
Taylor Invitational
1 of 7

Schedule
04/30-05/01
MCCChampionships
(Goshen,
Ind.) 2 p.m.

Recap
Men’s track took first place
at the six-team Taylor Invitational with four event wins
on Saturday. Junior Scott Gill
paved the way for the Trojan
victory with a first place
finish in the 100-meter dash
in 10.89 seconds and another
first place victory in the long
jump, 23’ 0”.

Schedule
04/30-05/01
MCCChampionships
(Goshen,
Ind.) 2 p.m.

Recap
Women’s track took second
place in the Taylor Invitational
on Saturday, thanks to five
event victories. Freshman
Henrietta Carey set the
school record again in the
100-meter dash with a time
of 11.98 seconds. This is her
third time setting the record.

M. Lacrosse (3-6, 2-2)
results
04/24
vs. Carnegie
Mellon University
W, 14–10
04/24
at Ball State
University
L, 7-22

Schedule
Season
Concluded

Recap
Saturday morning, the
lacrosse team overpowered
CMU 9-4 in the first half and
was able to give their newer
players more field time in the
second half. The battered and
tired team missing several
starters was steamrolled
by Ball State later that
afternoon. Sophomore Brian
Fraiz led the team with 5
goals and 1 assist, and senior
Chey West added 3 assists
and 1 goal.

Athlete of the Week

Brett Riggs

Name

Brett Riggs

Hometown

Schaumburg, Ill.
Ultimate (Club)
Foundation.

Sport
Residence
Reese’s
Pieces or
M&M’s:

Reese’s Pieces

Favorite
Sports Team:

Chicago White Sox or any
team that beats the Cubs

Nicknames

Zombie

Favorite
color

Irrelevant, I am colorblind

Favorite
cartoon
character

Pigpen from “Peanuts”

Favorite
Quote

“Never underestimate the
predictablility of stupidity.” Bullet Tooth Tony

Favorite
Movie:

“O Brother, Where Art Thou?”

Favorite
Band/
Musician

Ben Folds Five.

Favorite
wing
member:

Oh, Billy! (Solyst)

Most
memorable
athletic
moment:

Getting a greatest at
sectionals a few weeks ago

Favorite TV
show:

“Flight of the Conchords”

mFavorite
Number and
why:

Three.

Funniest
Teammate:

The duo of Kirk Schweitzer
and Ben Kippen

